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1) The Women1) The Women

by Kristin Hannah

In 1965, a nursing student follows her
brother to serve during the Vietnam War
and returns to a divided America.

2) A Cal2) A Calamitamity of Soulsy of Souls

by David Baldacci

Lawyers from different backgrounds
represent a Black man charged with killing
a wealthy white couple in Virginia in 1968.

3) Fourth Wing3) Fourth Wing

by Rebecca Yarros

VViolet Sorriolet Sorrengail is urengail is urged by theged by the
commanding genercommanding general, who also is heral, who also is her
mothermother, t, to become a candidato become a candidate fe for the elitor the elitee
drdragon riders.agon riders.

4) The F4) The Familiaramiliar

by Leigh Bardugo

Luzia Cotado encounters dangers when her
magic draws the attention of the disgraced
secretary to Spain's king.

5) Iron Fl5) Iron Flameame

by Rebecca Yarros

TThe second book in the Empyrhe second book in the Empyrean series.ean series.
VViolet Sorriolet Sorrengail’engail’s next rs next round oound of trf trainingaining
might rmight requirequire her te her to betro betray the man sheay the man she
loves.loves.

6) T6) Table fable for Twoor Two

by Amor Towles

A collection of six short stories based in
New York City around the year 2000 and
a novella set during the Golden Age of
Hollywood.

7) Toxic Prey7) Toxic Prey

by John Sandford

The 34th book in the Prey series. Letty and
Lucas must find an expert on tropical and
infectious diseases before a virus becomes
weaponized.

8) James8) James

by Percival Everett

A reimagining of “Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn” shines a different light
on Mark Twain's classic, revealing new
facets of the character of Jim.

9) Remarkabl9) Remarkably Bright Creay Bright Creaturestures

by Shelby Van Pelt

A widow working the night sift a the Sowell
Bay Aquarium is aided in solving a mystery
by a giant Pacific octopus living there.

10) The Hea10) The Heaven & Earth Groceryven & Earth Grocery

StStoreore

by James McBride

Secrets held by the residents of a
dilapidated neighborhood come to life when
a skeleton is found at the bottom of a well.

11) The #1 Lawyer11) The #1 Lawyer

by James Patterson

A criminal defense attorney in Biloxi
becomes the prime suspect in his wife’s
murder.

12) Cl12) Close tose to deao deathth

by Anthony Horowitz

The fifth book in the Hawthorne and
Horowitz series. In a quiet community, a
new resident is found with a crossbow bolt
sticking out of his chest.
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